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Abstract—Flow reshaping is used in time-sensitive networks
(as in the context of IEEE TSN and IETF Detnet) in order
to reduce burstiness inside the network and to support the
computation of guaranteed latency bounds. This is performed
using per-flow regulators (such as the Token Bucket Filter) or
interleaved regulators (as with IEEE TSN Asynchronous Traffic
Shaping, ATS). The former use one FIFO queue per flow, whereas
the latter use one FIFO queue per input port. Both types of
regulators are beneficial as they cancel the increase of burstiness
due to multiplexing inside the network. It was demonstrated, by
using network calculus, that they do not increase the worst-case
latency. However, the properties of regulators were established
assuming that time is perfect in all network nodes. In reality,
nodes use local, imperfect clocks. Time-sensitive networks exist
in two flavours: (1) in non-synchronized networks, local clocks
run independently at every node and their deviations are not
controlled and (2) in synchronized networks, the deviations
of local clocks are kept within very small bounds using for
example a synchronization protocol (such as PTP) or a satellite
based geo-positioning system (such as GPS). We revisit the
properties of regulators in both cases. In non-synchronized
networks, we show that ignoring the timing inaccuracies can
lead to network instability due to unbounded delay in per-flow
or interleaved regulators. We propose and analyze two methods
(rate and burst cascade, and asynchronous dual arrival-curve
method) for avoiding this problem. In synchronized networks,
we show that there is no instability with per-flow regulators
but, surprisingly, interleaved regulators can lead to instability. To
establish these results, we develop a new framework that captures
industrial requirements on clocks in both non-synchronized and
synchronized networks, and we develop a toolbox that extends
network calculus to account for clock imperfections.
I. INTRODUCTION
Time-sensitive networks support real-time applications in
many industries such as automation [1], avionics [2], [3],
space [4], and automobile [5]. Recent work in time-sensitive
networks include the time-sensitive networking (TSN) task
group of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) and the Detnet working group of the Internet Engi-
neering Task Force (IETF). Both aim to provide deterministic
worst-case delay and jitter bounds with seamless reconfigura-
tion [6] and redundancy [7].
Reshaping flows inside the network by means of traffic
regulators helps achieve these objectives. Traffic regulators are
hardware elements that, placed before a multiplexing stage,
remove the increased burstiness due to interference with other
flows in previous hops. They support higher scalability and
efficiency of time-sensitive networks and enable the compu-
tation of guaranteed latency-bounds in networks with cyclic
dependencies [8]–[10]. They come in two types: the per-flow
regulator (PFR) (also called “per-flow shaper”) [11, Section
1.7.4] and the interleaved regulator (IR) [12]; the IR processes
flow aggregates and the PFR processes each flow individually
and requires one queue per flow.
In both types, each flow has its own regulation parameter,
usually in terms of burst and rate. Regulators then delay any
packet whose release would violate the regulation parameter.
A well-known example of a PFR is the Linux’s Token-Bucket
Filter [13]. Configured with a rate r and a burst b, it makes
sure that over any window of duration t, no more than rt+ b
bits are released by the regulator. Hence, the evaluation of
elapsed time is at the heart of the operation of any regulator.
When a regulator can base its computations on an ideal clock,
previous studies have established that it enjoys the “shaping-
for-free” property, i.e., a regulator that removes the burstiness
increase caused by a first in, first out (FIFO) system does not
increase the worst-case delay of flows [11, Thms 1.5.2 and
1.7.3], [12, Thm 5]. This property is essential to the analysis
of time-sensitive networks with regulators.
In reality, the clock used by a regulator is nonideal, and the
clocks used by different devices in a network deviate slightly
from true time. Time-sensitive networks are either synchro-
nized or non-synchronized. In non-synchronized networks,
local clocks run independently at every node and their de-
viations are not controlled. In synchronized networks, the de-
viations are kept within bounds, using a time-synchronization
protocol or a global navigation satellite system. With time-
synchronization methods such as the Precision Time Protocol
(PTP) [14], WhiteRabbit [15] or the Global Positioning Sys-
tem (GPS) [16], the clock deviation bound is ∼1µs or less;
we call such cases “tightly synchronized”. Here, the clock
deviation is smaller than the latency requirements of network
flows (∼1ms for avionics systems), and tightly-synchronized
networks are typically analyzed as if clocks would be ideal.
Some other networks require time synchronization only for
network management purposes and use a method such as
the Network Time Protocol (NTP) [17], which provides a
clock deviation bound of ∼100ms; we call such cases “loosely
synchronized”.
Consider a flow of data shaped at some point in the
network by a token-bucket filter with rate r and burst b
(Figure 1a). After traversing some network element, say S, the
flow typically becomes more bursty and no longer satisfies the
burst tolerance b. Assume a per-flow regulator R is applied to
the flow at the output of S, in order to re-enforce the burst
tolerance b, using a token-bucket filter with same rate r and
burst b. The token-bucket filter delays data of the flow that
comes out of S in too large bursts. However, if clocks are
ideal, the shaping-for-free property means that the worst-case
delay of the flow through S and R is the same as the worst-
case delay through S alone (i.e., late packets are not delayed
by the regulator). Now assume the clocks are nonideal and the
network is not synchronized. If the clock at the token-bucket
filter R is too slow, the true value of r implemented by R is
slightly less than that of the source; this will lead to a slow,
but steady, buildup of backlog at the input buffer of R, which
might lead over time to an arbitrarily large delay or unexpected
loss.
This simple example suggests that clock nonidealities might
significantly affect the delay analysis of time-sensitive net-
works with regulators. It has raised concerns and discussions
in the ongoing standardization process of IEEE ATS [18]. In
this paper, we provide theoretical foundations to the problem
and we determine to what extend delay analyses are affected
in non-synchronized and synchronized networks. Our main
contributions are:
• We propose a time model for non-synchronized and
synchronized networks; it can be used for computation of
latency bounds. Using the example of TSN, we show that
the model parameters can easily be obtained from industrial
requirements.
• To compute latency bounds when clocks are nonideal,
we propose a toolbox to be used with other network calculus
results.
• In non-synchronized networks, we show that the config-
uration of regulators must be adapted to take into account the
clock imperfections. If not adapted, we prove that regulators
can yield unbounded latencies or unexpected packet losses.
• For non-synchronized networks, we refine and provide a
formal justification for the method proposed in [18, Annex
V.8] for configuring the regulators and for avoiding the prob-
lem mentioned above. This rate- and burst-cascade method
increases the rate and burst tolerance at every regulator along
the path of a flow; it requires that the parameters of a
regulator depend on the position of the regulator along the
flow path, thus it adds complexity to the control plane. It
applies to both PFR and IR. We propose an alternative method,
asynchronous dual arrival-curve method (ADAM), that uses
the same regulator parameters at all re-shaping points on the
flow path thus makes the control plane simpler; it applies
to PFR only. We also compare the delay bounds obtained
with each method, but we leave to future work the practical
evaluation of the two methods.
• In synchronized networks, we compute a bound on
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Fig. 1: Shaping-for free property of two type of regulators in
a network with ideal clocks.
the delay penalty imposed by PFRs. In tightly-synchronized
networks, this penalty is small compared to latency bounds,
and the current practice of ignoring it is adequate. In contrast,
in loosely-synchronized networks, we show an example where
the delay penalty can be significant thus should be taken into
account.
• The conclusions are very different in synchronized net-
works with IRs. We show that, even in tightly-synchronized
networks, IRs can yield unbounded delay or unexpected loss
if the residual clock inaccuracies are not accounted for. The
method of rate and burst cascade can be used to avoid this
problem.
In Sections II and III, we present the related work and
provide the necessary background on time-sensitive networks,
regulators and network calculus. We introduce our assumptions
and our time and network models in Section IV. In Section V,
we detail our toolbox of network calculus results. We then
analyze regulators in non-synchronized and synchronized net-
works in Sections VI and VII, respectively. We make our
conclusive remarks in Section VIII. Proofs of propositions are
available in Appendix A.
II. RELATED WORK
The modeling of clock nonidealities benefits from a solid
background in time metrology. In [19], the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) defines fundamental notions
and models for clocks used in synchronization networks.
These models are further detailed in reference documents such
as [20] for the ITU and [21] for the IEEE. Correspondingly,
industrial requirements have been defined for clocks to be used
in networks. They put constraints and bounds on the clock
characteristics defined in the above documents. For instance,
for a clock to be used in a synchronized TSN network, it must
meet the requirements of [22, Annex B.1].
Many technologies have been developed to perform the
time-synchronization of a network. The most common are
the use of an external time source such as a global nav-
igation satellite system (GNSS) [16], and the use of time-
synchronization protocols such as NTP [23], PTP [14], gener-
alized PTP [22] and WhiteRabbit [15]. Other technologies are
tailored for wireless sensor networks [24], [25]. Each comes
with various performance analyses: we can cite [17] for NTP,
[26] for WhiteRabbit. However, the design of a “good” time-
synchronization protocol remains an open issue [27], [28], and
each protocol proposition adds to the time-metrology domain
by identifying limits of previous protocols [29], [30].
The analyses mention that the precision of time-
synchronization protocols depends on the latency and jitter
of synchronization messages and of control data. The latency
and jitter bounds of time-sensitive networks were studied in
numerous occasions using network calculus. For TSN, we can
cite [9], [31], [32]. TSN provides many building blocks to
provide guaranteed delay bounds. The use of regulators with
asynchronous traffic shaping (ATS) is one of them. Regulators
have been studied in [9], [10], [33]. Other building blocks
include cyclic queuing and forwarding (CQF) [34], credit-
based scheduler (CBS) [35] or time-aware shaper (TAS) [36].
Choosing the best set of building blocks for a specific network
is an open question [37], and several studies have compared
their performance [38]. In this paper, we focus on regulators,
thus on ATS.
Interestingly, the reciprocal aspect, the effect of the clock
and synchronization nonidealities on the network perfor-
mances, appears to be much less studied. For example, the
above-mentioned studies always assume that clocks are per-
fect in the network or that time distribution is perfect [38].
Even network simulator 3 (ns-3) [39] has a unique time-base
for simulating network events, and the simulation of clock
behavior and of time-synchronization protocols requires work-
arounds such as the one in [40, Section III]. In this paper, we
assess the effect of clock nonidealities on the performance
bounds of regulators (ATS) and we leave to future work the
evaluation of their effect on other TSN building blocks.
In [41, Section 7.1], the authors consider the nonidealities of
clocks to show that the adversarial traffic generation described
in [42], [43] does not induce unbounded latencies under
realistic network assumptions. However, their traffic model is
limited to non-bursty flows [41, Section 3] and their results
are obtained through simulations. In this paper, we focus on
obtaining upper-bounds on worst-case latencies, and finding
the worst-case using simulations is known to be an intractable
issue [32], [44].
A seminal work on applying network calculus on networks
with nonideal clocks for obtaining worst-case upper-bounds
lies in [45]–[47]. The authors are interested in a bandwidth
management method that spreads the time at which frames
are scheduled on the Controller Area Network (CAN) bus.
Such bandwidth management uses offsets between the time
instants at which frames are scheduled. They note that such
scheduling of the frames across different nodes would require a
time-synchronization mechanism between the network nodes.
However, they show that a “weak synchronization” of the
nodes (with a 1ms precision bound) already provides sig-
nificant performance improvements [45, Section 5.3]. Their
time-model [45, Section 3.1] is hence limited to synchro-
nized networks (including loosely-synchronized networks). It
doesn’t consider bounds on the clock frequency offset, but
only on the clock time-error bound (called the “phase bound”
in their paper). In the present paper, we are interested in both
synchronized and non-synchronized networks, and we show
that taking into consideration the bounds on the frequency
offsets helps having tight delay bounds. Last, the authors of
[45]–[47] compute tight arrival curves, service curves and
latency bounds of periodic flows on a CAN bus that employs
the above-mentioned offset management method [45, Section
4.3.1]. Then they adapt the results to take into account the
phase bounds (the time-error bounds) [45, Section 4.3.2]. As
a consequence, their analysis of clock nonidealities is limited
to a specific network model, with specific service and arrival
curves. In this paper, we are interested in computing the effect
of clock nonidealities given any service curve, arrival curve or
latency bound.
The present paper is also motivated by discussions with
industrial partners, specifically in the context of TSN. The
ongoing draft for ATS mentions the possible consequences
of clock nonidealities when deploying regulators [18, Annex
V.8] and proposes some solutions that would benefit from
theoretical foundations, as proposed in this paper.
III. TIME-SENSITIVE NETWORKS WITH REGULATORS
Here, we provide some background that is required by the
rest of the paper. In time-sensitive networks, delays at network
elements have to be bounded in worst case, not in average.
To this end, network calculus is often used [11], [48]–[50].
This framework uses cumulative functions such as A(t), where
A(t) is the total number of bits observed at some observation
point between an arbitrary time reference 0 and time t. Traffic
flows are assumed to be bounded by arrival curve constraints,
namely, constraints of the form: ∀t ≥ s ≥ 0, R(t) − R(s) ≤
α(t−s) (the function α is called “arrival curve”). A frequently
used function is γr,b defined by γr,b(t) = rt+ b for t > 0 and
γr,b(t) = 0 for t ≤ 0. It corresponds to a flow that is limited
to a rate r and a burst b (“leaky-bucket” arrival curve).
The service offered by a network element is also assumed
to be lower bounded by a condition of the form ∀t ≥ 0 :
D(t) ≥ (A ⊗ β)(t) where A [resp. D] is the input [resp.
output] cumulative function, the function β is called “service
curve” and the symbol ⊗ is the min plus convolution, such
that (A ⊗ β)(t) = infs≥0 (A(s) + β(t− s)). By Reich’s
formula [51], a network element reduced to a single server
queue with output rate R offers the service curve β(t) = Rt.
If in addition the server can take vacations for durations upper
bounded by T per busy period, the system offers a service
curve λR,T (t) = |R(t− T )|+(= max(0, R(t − T ))), called
“rate-latency” service curve. A FIFO network element that
guarantees a delay upper bounded by D offers the service
curve δD defined by δD(t) = 0 for t ≤ D and δD(t) = +∞
for t > D. The concatenation of network elements that each
offers a service curve also offers a service curve equal to the
min-plus convolution of service curves. Many schedulers, such
as Deficit Round Robin or the Credit Based Shaper of IEEE
TSN, are characterized by rate-latency service curves [52],
[53].
Classic network calculus results give delay and backlog
bounds at a network element, given some arrival-curve and
service-curve constraints. They also give bounds on the burst
of the output, i.e., arrival curves for the output flows [11], [54].
Time-sensitive networks can be per-flow networks or per-
class networks. In the former case, schedulers are per-flow,
e.g., there is one Deficit Round Robin queue per flow. It
follows that service-curve properties apply to individual flows.
In contrast, in class-based networks, schedulers offer a service
guarantee (captured by a service curve) to the aggregate of
all flows that belong to one specific class; inside a class,
the scheduler is FIFO. Providing delay bounds in class-based
network is more complicated than in per-flow networks. In
particular, we need to compute good bounds on the burst
increase that can occur at every hop [55]. Practical solutions
for complex class-based networks almost all require that flows
are re-shaped individually inside the network.
Flow shaping (or re-shaping) is performed by regulators,
that are either per-flow (PFR) or interleaved (IR). A PFR,
configured with arrival curve σ for flow f , makes sure that
its output satisfies the arrival curve constraint σ (also called
“shaping curve”). If the input data of flow f arrives too fast,
the packets are stored in the PFR buffer (with one FIFO queue
per flow), until the earliest time when it is possible to release
the packet without violating the arrival curve constraint.
Note that a regulator, as defined above, controls the arrival
curve of any individual flow at its output. As a consequence,
asynchronous traffic shaping (ATS) [18] (the standardization
of PFR and IR) differs from other types of shapers that act on
a per-class basis. For instance, time-aware shaper (TAS) [36]
is a scheduler that controls, using gates, when classes may
access the link, depending on a global distributed schedule. It
cannot control the arrival curve of a single flow that continues
to suffer from the contention with other flows of the same
class. It is also worth noting that, as regulators only need to
measure elapsed time, they are insensitive to constant time
offsets. On the contrary, some schedulers such as TAS require
the nodes to be time-synchronized.
The input-output characterization of a PFR with concave
shaping curve σ is well understood: it can be modelled as
the sequence of two virtual systems, a fluid greedy shaper
followed by a packetizer [56]. The fluid greedy shaper is
similar to the PFR but operates on individual bits: it releases
fractions of a packet as soon as possible. The packetizer
receives the bit-by-bit output of the former and stores it until
a full packet can be released. The former is a min-plus linear
system, characterized by the relation D(t) = (A⊗σ)(t) where
A [resp. D] is the input [resp. output] cumulative function of
the fluid greedy shaper. The latter does not increase the per-
packet delay bound. It can be ignored in latency calculations
[57]. In particular, a PFR with concave shaping curve σ is a
network element that offers σ as service curve.
An IR is similar to a PFR with one large difference. All
packets of all flows are stored in a single FIFO queue, the
packet at the head of the queue is released at the earliest
time when it is possible without violating the arrival curve
constraint for this flow, and packets of other flows wait until
they appear at the head of the queue [9]. PFRs and IRs
have state information per flow but IRs have a single FIFO
queue thus are preferred in the context of IEEE TSN, which
is typically per-class [18]. Unlike PFRs, no service curve
characterization appears to be known for IRs.
When a flow is served in a network element, its burst
typically increases, and the increase is large when the flow
shares a network element with many bursty flows in the
same class. Worse, the more bursty the competing flows are,
the larger the burst increase is. The increased burst leads to
larger delays and backlogs in downstream nodes, which is the
ingredient for a cascade effect and can even lead to instability
when there are cyclic dependencies [43], [55]. This does not
occur if flows are reshaped by regulators at some or every
node [58]. In contrast, if regulators are used, the burst of the
output is known and can be imposed to be the same as at the
source, which enables us to find good delay bounds.
The regulator, however, is itself a queuing system and its
impact on delay should be accounted for. Here, an essential
property of regulators is used, called “shaping-for-free”. For a
PFR, it can be stated as follows [12, Theorem 3]. Consider
flows, such as f on Figure 1a, which satisfy arrival-curve
constraints σf (one per flow) and are served in a network
element S, which is FIFO for packets inside every flow; after
S, the flows are processed by a PFR with the same arrival
curves (i.e., σf for flow f ). Then, for every flow f , the worst-
case delay, Df , for any packet of the flow through S is equal
to the worst-case delay, D′f through S and the PFR. In other
words, re-shaping does not increase the worst-case delay of
the previous hop (but reduces the worst-case delay at the next
hop). If the PFR is replaced by an IR, there is a similar result
for the worst-case delay over all flows that are processed by
the IR (Figure 1b), assuming S is FIFO for all packets of all
flows inside a given class [12, Theorem 5]. The shaping-for-
free property is established assuming all clocks are ideal.
In reality, the clocks at the source and at different PFRs
or IRs along the path of a flow are likely to be different.
We say that the regulators in a time-sensitive network are
“non-adapted” if we ignore the clock deviations and apply the
shaping-for-free property. As we show in Sections VI and VII,
this can lead to severe problems, in both non-synchronized and
synchronized networks.
TABLE I: Notation
t The measure of a time instant
Hi The clock of a device or the true time (TAI)
dg→i The relative time-function between Hg and Hi
Tstart When any of the clocks shows Tstart, all other clocks have
positive values and no device has sent any bit yet.
TAI International Atomic Time (true time)
η The timing-jitter bound
ρ The clock-stability bound
∆ The time-error bound in a synchronized network
R [resp R∗] The cumulative arrival function of a flow
at the input [resp output] of a device
α [resp α∗] An arrival curve for a flow
at the input [resp output] of a device
β The service provided by a system (series of devices) to a flow
D′k [resp Dk] An upper-bound on the delay of a flow through its k-th hop
[resp excluding the regulator of the k-th hop]
RHi , αHi , We use the super-script to denote the clock used to observe
βHi , DHi one of the previous notions.
Example: αHi is the arrival curve as observed with clock Hi.
γr,b(t) = rt+ b, t > 0 Leaky-bucket arrival curve of rate r, burst b
= 0, t ≤ 0
δD(t) = +∞, t > D Service curve of a variable D-bounded delay
= 0, t ≤ D
λR,T (t) = |R(t − T )|
+ Rate-latency service curve of rate R and latency T
Rk(r) [resp Qk(b)] The smallest rate ≥ r [resp burst ≥ b] that can be implemented
by regulator Regk .
|x|+ max(0, x)
a ∧ b [resp a ∨ b] min(a, b) [resp max(a, b)]
IV. SYSTEM MODEL
We first propose a framework for modeling a clock within
a device. We derive this framework for non-synchronized
networks and synchronized networks. We show how the clocks
requirements within TSN are easily captured under our time
model. Finally, we detail the network model under considera-
tion. Notations for the whole paper are available in Table I.
A. General Time-Model
We denote with HTAI the true time, i.e. the international
atomic time (temps atomique international) (TAI). We assume
that it represents a continuous quantity. When reading the time
indicated by a clock Hi in the network, only a subset of
values are readable, due to the precision of the clock logic. We
assume that this clock logic enforces the accessible values to
increase when the clock is read over the course of the true time.
With this assumption, and since the clock output is observable
only at discrete time instants, it is possible to find a continuous,
strictly increasing function hi(t) of the true time, which returns
the value that the clock would display at true time t if it had
infinite precision (Figure 2). Accessing the values of clock Hi
corresponds to sampling the function hi at the discrete time
instants where the clock logic does a transition. This allows
us to introduce the relative time function, which will be useful
in Section V, as follows.
Definition 1 (Relative time function dg→i). For any two clocks
Hg,Hi we define the relative time function from Hg to Hi
as dg→i = hi ◦ h−1g , where ◦ represents the composition of
functions.
dg→i(t) is the value that clock Hi would have when clock
Hg shows time t if they both had infinite precision. Note
that hi and hg are both continuous, strictly increasing. Hence,
dg→i is also continuous, strictly increasing. We note d
−1
g→i its
inverse. Obviously, d−1g→i is also equal to di→g .
Underlying
function hi(t)
assumed continuous,
stricly increasing
Accessible values
of function hi
(values of the clock)
measure t of the time in the true time
hi(t)
Fig. 2: Function hi (Section IV-A). Only a subset of values
are readable. We assume that the underlying function hi is
continuous, strictly increasing.
The time-metrology literature uses the time-error func-
tion [19, Section 4.5.13], which is equal to the time difference
between two clocks Hi and Hg. With our notation, the time-
error function between Hg and Hi is dg→i(t) − t for any t
measured with Hg.
For two clocks Hg,Hi, dg→i(0) is the value of the clock
Hi when the clock Hg shows zero. We denote by Tstart the
maximum of this value for any pair (Hg,Hi), where each
of Hg,Hi represents a clock in the network or the TAI. We
assume that, for any pair of clocks, no device transmits any
bit in the network until dg→i reaches Tstart. We believe this
is not a limiting assumption because we can assume that all
devices start with a rough estimation of the true time, hence of
each other. Consequently, Tstart could be in the magnitude of
hours or days, whereas the origin of time on network devices
usually refers to several years in the past.
In this paper, we consider two time-models:
• The non-synchronized time-model: Clocks are free-
running and do not interact with each other, but constraints
on their stability can be formulated.
• The synchronized time-model: In addition to the stability
requirements on the clocks, a time-synchronization algorithm
(such as NTP or PTP), or an external time source (such as
a GNSS) is employed. It distributes a time reference to all
devices so that their local time matches with each other within
a specified bound.
B. The Non-Synchronized Time-Model
We consider a clock Hi in the network. We first assume that
this clock does not interact with any other. This corresponds
to the free-running mode defined in [19, Section 4.4.1]. We
assume that, when compared to the true time HTAI, the clock
behaves as per the time-error model provided in [19, Annex
I.3], reported below:
hi(t)− t = x0,i + ty0,i(T ) + Di
2
t2 + ψi(t) (1)
With x0,i the initial time offset of Hi (relative to the true
time), y0,i(T ) the frequency offset at constant temperature T ,
defined relative to the true frequency of 1 second per second,
Di the average frequency drift of clockHi caused by its aging,
and ψi is a random noise component.
As the clock is free-running, x0,i can take any value. Hence,
it is impossible to put constraints on the time-error function
itself but we can constrain its evolution. Take s < t, then
hi(t)−hi(s)−(t−s) = (t−s)y0,i(T )+Di
2
(t2−s2)+ψi(t)−ψi(s)
(2)
The first term is linear with (t−s) and depends on y0,i(T ).
Remark: Some time-metrology studies, including [29],
denote with “clock drift” the linear evolution of the time-error
function, i.e. y0,i(T ). However, we decide here to remain con-
sistent with the definitions of [19] that defines the frequency
offset as the linear evolution of the time-error function and the
frequency drift as the second-order evolution of the time-error
function.
In industrial requirements, the frequency offset is usu-
ally bounded by a value that depends on the temperature
conditions. We note ymax,i(T ) the bound on the frequency
offset of clock Hi at constant temperature T and ρ1,i =
max{T∈T } ymax,i(T ) its highest value over the whole range of
temperatures T ∈ T that the network is expected to encounter.
It corresponds to term a1 + a2 in [20, Section 11.2.1].
The second term is in second order with t− s and depends
on the relative aging of the clocks.
Remark: [19] defines two main contributors to the fre-
quency drift, i.e. to the second-order evolution of the time-error
function [19, Section 4.5.4]: the aging of the clock and the
external effects, the latter being dominated by the effect of the
evolution of the temperature on the clock frequency. Hence,
when the temperature depends on the time, which is the case
for any real-life single observation such as the one presented
in Figure 7 of [29], then the term t · y0,i(T (t)) has indeed
a second-order (or even higher-order) term that depends on
dT
dt . However, for a network model, it is generally impossible
to predict the evolution of the temperature, i.e. the func-
tion T (t). Upper-bounding the frequency offset y0,i(T (t)) by
ρ1,i = max{T∈T } ymax,i(T ) ensures that the model remains
conservative for any possible evolution of the temperature.
This is also consistent both with a) the ITU specifications
[20, Section 11.2.1] which increase the linear frequency offset
by a factor, a2 in [20, Section 11.2.1], that accounts for the
temperature changes, and keep the aging as the only remaining
second-order contributor, and b) with the IEEE specifications,
which define a frequency offset bound independent from the
temperature [22, Annex B.1.1]. As a consequence, the second-
order evolution of the time-error function in our model only
depends on the aging of the clock, the term Dit
2/2. It depends
on the constant aging coefficient Di of clock Hi.
In industrial requirements, such as TSN [22], this term
is often neglected. To verify the assumption that the aging
is negligible, we compare the linear coefficient due to the
frequency offset, ρ1,i, with the linear coefficient due to the
aging, Di
t+s
2 . The following numerical application verify that
we can neglect Di.
Numerical Application to TSN: Call L the order of mag-
nitude of the lifetime of a network. Then the aging coefficient
over L is bounded by Di · L. If we take for ρ1,i the value
specified in [22, Annex B.1.1] and for Di (not specified in
TSN) the largest value specified in [20, Table 24], we obtain
L = Di/ρ1,i ≈ 10−4/10−14 = 1010s. For the aging to be
noticeable, compared to the acceptable frequency offset, the
network shall be in operation for more than 300years.
The last term of Equation (2) is made of noise and is
further detailed in [20, Section 8]. It has two components.
The former is the timing jitter [19, Section 4.1.12], a high-
frequency signal. It is usually constrained by a peak-to-peak
jitter bound ηi [22, Annex B.1.3.1].
Remark: Due to its stochastic nature, the probability for
a clock to present a jitter higher than the specified jitter
bound, or to have a frequency offset higher than the frequency
offset bound cannot be 0 [20, Note of Section 8.3]. However,
providing bounds with a zero probability of excursion would
not be possible, neither would it lead to deterministic delay
bounds that are at the core of working groups such as TSN
or Detnet. We here assume that we can find bounds on the
jitter and on the frequency offset with a fulfillment probability
high enough so as to keep the probability of an excursion
over the lifetime of a network negligible. Then, any clock that
does not behave as per the specified bounds is considered as
faulty, and the probability of a faulty clock, together with its
probable consequences, can be studied using the best practices
of the safety-analysis domain [59], [60]. This assumption
is also consistent with industrial requirements such as TSN
[22, Annex B.1] that typically provides bounds on the jitter
and on the frequency offset without specifying the fulfillment
probability - hence considering any excursion as a failure.
Numerical Application to TSN: In the TSN require-
ments [22, Annex B.1.3.1], the jitter of any clock Hi shall
not exceed 2ns peak-to-peak, that is ηi = 2ns for any Hi in
the network.
The last noise component, the wander [19, Section 4.1.15],
is a low-frequency noise signal. As opposed to the jitter or
the frequency offset, it is usually constrained using the time
deviation (TDEV), a statistical metric. The TDEV of clockHi,
devi(t − s) is an upper-bound on the deviation of the time-
error function over an observation period t−s. With the same
argumentation as before, we assume that we can find mi ∈ R
such that the probability of the time-error function to present
a wander over t− s higher than mi · devi(t− s) is negligible
over the lifetime of the network, and that such situation can
be considered as a failure. Note that the order of magnitude
of mi would typically be around 10 for a normal distribution,
as such multiples of the deviation already achieve a very high
fulfillment probability.
In the majority of technical requirements, such as for
TSN [22, Annex B.1], the TDEV is in the form devi(t− s) =
(t − s)ci, with ci a constant. In some cases, it can even be
sub-linear [20, Section 8.1] or negligible [20, Section 8.]. To
remain conservative, we consider the linear form and we define
ρ2,i = mi · ci. Hence, the wander of Equation (2) is upper-
bounded by ρ2,i · (t− s).
We define the stability of clock Hi as ρi = 1+ ρ1,i + ρ2,i.
As a consequence, the linear coefficient of Equation (2) is
bounded by ρi − 1. It is worth noting that in general, one of
ρ1,i,ρ2,i is negligible with respect to the other. For example,
when the non-synchronized clock Hi uses the phase-locking
mechanism [19, Section 4.4.4] (also called syntonization or
frequency synchronization [61]) with a near-perfect clock
representing HTAI, then ρ1,i is null [19, Appendix I.3]. When
phase-locking mechanisms are not used, for instance in TSN,
then ρ1,i is usually much higher than ci, and with our previous
remark on the value of mi, ρ1,i would typically remain much
higher than ρ2,i.
Numerical Application to TSN: In the TSN requirements,
for any clock Hi in the network, we shall have: ρ1,i =
100ppm [22, Annex N.1.1] and ci = 5 · 10−9 [22, Table B.1].
Hence, even with a marginmi of hundred times the deviation,
ρ2,i remains much smaller than ρ1,i and we obtain that any
clock Hi has the stability ρi = 1 + 1 · 10−4.
From the above considerations, Equation (2) has (1) a jitter,
high-frequency term, constrained by ηi, (2) a linear term,
bounded by ρi − 1, and (3) no higher-level terms. We can
upper-bound:
∀t ≥ s, hi(t)− hi(s) ≤ (t− s)ρi + ηi (3)
We now lower-bound the evolution by changing hi for h
−1
i
and we obtain:
∀t ≥ s, (t− s− ηi) 1
ρi
≤ hi(t)− hi(s) ≤ (t− s)ρi + ηi (4)
Let us now consider a pair of clocks (Hi,Hg). We are
interested in bounding the evolution of the relative time
between Hg and Hi, that is dg→i(t) for t, the measure of
a time instant with Hg . We obtain, for t ≥ s:
dg→i(t)− dg→i(s) = hi(h−1g (t))− hi(h−1g (s))
≤ (h−1g (t)− h−1g (s))ρi + ηi
≤ (t− s)ρiρg + ηgρi + ηi
For a given network, we define the clock stability bound of
the network as ρ = max{Hi,Hg}(ρiρg) and the timing-jitter
bound of the network as η = max{Hi,Hg}(ηgρi + ηi). Then
any pair of clocks (Hi,Hg) in the network verify dg→i(t) −
dg→i(s) ≤ ρ(t − s) + η. The lower bound is obtained by
symmetry, by flipping the Hg and Hi roles.
We have finally obtained the following model: for any pair
(Hg,Hi), ∀t ≥ s,
1
ρ
(t− s− η) ≤ d(t)− d(s) ≤ ρ(t− s) + η (5)
where d = dg→i. Note that ρ and η do not depend on Hg,Hi.
Figure 3a presents, for a given known starting point
(s, d(s)), the possible evolution space of d(t) in the non-
synchronized model as well as a possible trajectory. We note
that the time-error function d(t)− t can be unbounded in this
model. We also note the symmetry of the non-synchronized
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Fig. 3: Envelope of d(t) (red) and example of a possible
evolution of d(t) (black).
envelope: if d meets the stability conditions (5), then d−1 also
does.
Numerical Application to TSN: For a TSN network, any
clock Hi satisfies ρi = 1 + 1 · 10−4 and ηi = 2ns. Hence,
for a TSN network, the clock-independent parameters are
ρ = 1 + 2 · 10−4 and η = 4ns. Note that the above values
are minimum requirements for clocks to be used as local
clocks in TSN. Of course, if better bounds are known from
the manufacturer specifications, the values of ρ and η can be
updated accordingly.
C. The Synchronized Time-Model
In a synchronized network, clocks meeting the above sta-
bility requirements are synchronized with each other. The
synchronization can be performed using for example PTP [14],
generalized PTP defined in TSN [22], NTP [62], WhiteRabbit
[15] or a GNSS [16]. When synchronization is used, the time-
error function for any pair such as (Hg,Hi) is bounded by
the precision of the protocol.
For a given network, we define ∆ ≥ 0 the time-error bound
of the network and we assume that for any pair (Hg,Hi), d
meets the constraints of Equation (5), plus
∀t, |d(t)− t| ≤ ∆ (6)
where d = dg→i. Note that ∆ does not depend on Hg,Hi.
Remark: Clocks of a synchronized network have synchro-
nization servos that control their frequency. This control can
be used to perform some form of syntonization based on the
synchronization messages as described in [14, Section 12.1].
Another example, is NTP’s second leap: for example, Google’s
public NTP services smear the second leap by increasing the
clock frequency by 11.6ppm over a duration of 24h [63].
In both cases, the frequency offset used by the servo to
control the clock might exceed the non-synchronized stability
requirements of Equation (5). This is handled in our model
by defining, for any clock Hi, another linear term in the
form (t− s)ρ3,i in Equation (2), where ρ3,i upper-bounds the
properties of the servo of clock Hi. Then, ρi is redefined as
ρi = 1+ ρ1,i + ρ2,i + ρ3,i and the network-wide parameter ρ
is redefined accordingly.
Sk Regk
HRegkHSk
Regk−1
HRegk−1
f
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αk−1 αk
Fig. 4: Network calculus model for a regulated flow. At each
hop, the flow goes through a network element Sk and is then
regulated by the regulator Regk. Each device of the model has
its own internal clock, noted at the bottom right.
Numerical Application to TSN: For tightly-synchronized
networks, we take ∆ =1µs from [22, Normative Annex B.3].
For loosely-synchronized networks, we select the precision
of NTP. In [23, Figure 27], NTP defines a “step threshold”
of 125ms, and a survey of the NTP network performed in
[17] notes that this value is hardly exceeded if the clock is
synchronized [17, Section IV.B.1]. Hence, we take∆ =125ms.
Figure 3b presents, for a given known starting point
(s, d(s)), the possible evolution space of d(t) in the synchro-
nized model as well as a possible trajectory. Note that the
∆ envelope is not centered on the starting point but on the
d(t) = t function. Here again, we keep the symmetry noted
previously on the non-synchronized constraints.
D. Network Model
We model the network as a set of “network elements” and
“regulators”. Each flow f has a non-cyclic path made of a
series of connected network elements (Sk)k=1...n+1, with k
the index of the network element in the path of the considered
flow f . Each flow f is assumed to be processed by a regulator
after each network element in its path, except the last one
(Figure 4). We call “kth hop” of this flow the sequence
Sk − Regk. Each regulator can either be a PFR or an IR.
For each flow f and each index k = 1 . . . n, we note Regk the
regulator that processes flow f after the network element Sk.
On Regk, we assume that we can configure a shaping curve
σk with a burst bRegk and a rate rRegk for this flow. Practical
implementations support only limited accuracy, and we note
Qk(b) [resp. Rk(r)] the lowest value that is configurable by
this regulator and that is higher than b [resp r]. By convention,
Reg0 denotes the source of the flow. When a set of flows share
the same network element S, they do not need to share the
same regulator just after S. However, when a set of flows share
a same IR, we assume that they also share the same upstream
network element and that this network element is FIFO for
the considered set of flows.
For each network element S, we assume that if we know
the arrival curve of each flow g going through S, then for any
flow f going through S we can obtain a delay bound DfS for
the flow through the network element.
Each network element and each regulator (including, for
each flow f , its source Reg0) is called a device. We assume
that each device uses a local clock noted at the bottom right of
the device, as in Figure 4. In particular, any regulator releases
packets according to the regulation rules that depend on its
type [12], [64] (see also Section III), but the computations for
its operation are performed using its local clock. When we
need to detail the clock used to observe a delay, an arrival
curve or a service curve, we put it in superscript.
Each flow f exits it source Reg0 with a leaky-bucket arrival
curve of rate r0 = rReg
0
and burst b0 = bReg
0
, when observed
with HReg
0
. For each flow f , we note αk an arrival curve of
the flow at the output of its k-th hop and Dk [resp D
′
k] an
upper bound on the delay for the flow through Sk [resp through
the combination made of Sk and Regk]. As the flow f is not
processed by any regulator after the last network element in
its path Sn+1, for each flow f we note by conventionD
′
n+1 =
Dn+1.
Remark: This general model also applies in the specific
case where several devices share the same clock, for instance
if they are located within a same network node. We can indeed
write that the clocks of the considered devices compose a sub-
network, with parameters ρ′ = ρ, η′ = η, and that they are
synchronized together as per the constraints of Equation (6)
with a sub-network synchronization bound ∆′ very small or
null. However, the editors of IEEE P802.1Qcr (asynchronous
traffic shaping) mention in the ongoing draft that even two
devices sharing the same oscillator of a same node can have
different notions of time [18, Section 8.6.11.2]. They also
mention that this difference needs to be accounted for in
their ad-hoc delay analysis in [18, Informative Annex V.6].
In such case, we take for the sub-network parameters ρ′ = ρ,
η′ = η and ∆′ = max(|ClockOffsetMax|, |ClockOffsetMin|),
where ClockOffsetMax and ClockOffsetMin are defined in
[18, Section 8.6.11.2].
V. NETWORK CALCULUS TOOLBOX FOR NETWORKS
WITH NONIDEAL CLOCKS
The three-bound theorem of [11] is valid whenever all the
notions used in the theorem are expressed using the same
clock: the arrival curves, the service curves, and the delays.
Therefore, we propose a toolbox that can be used to change
the clock used to observe one of the above notions; this results
in an extension of network calculus.
In the entire section, we consider a device j and a flow
f entering this device (see Figure 5). Whenever f and j are
unambiguous, the dependency of the defined functions and
notions on j, f will be omitted. We also consider two clocks
Hi and Hg and we denote with d the function dg→i.
A. Results on Delays
We are interested in a bound on the measure, with the
TAI, of the delay that flow f suffers through device j. If a
delay bound is known with a different clock Hi, the following
proposition enables us to retrieve a bound as seen with any
clock Hg (especially with the TAI).
Proposition 1 (Changing the clock for a delay bound). If DHi
is an upper-bound on a delay measured with clock Hi, then
(d⊘ d)(DHi) is an upper-bound on the delay measured with
Device j
Hi
Hg
f
observe
Fig. 5: Clocks Hg and Hi observe flow f entering device j
Hg , where ⊘ denotes the min-plus de-convolution1 and d is
the function dg→i.
The proof is in Appendix A. When a delay is observed with
the TAI, we call it a TAI delay.
Remark: A measure of an end-to-end (ETE) delay is often
a subtraction of two other measures: the time value given by
a clock on the recipient’s side when the packet arrives and
the time value given by a clock located on the source side
when the packet departs. If the clocks used to timestamps
these two events are not perfectly synchronized with the TAI,
the measured delay may violate a delay bound computed in the
TAI using the work presented in this paper. Nevertheless, we
consider the TAI delay as being the “true delay” experienced
by the flow, and any real-world measurement should take into
account the uncertainties of the measurement clocks as per the
best-practices of the time metrology domain [19], [21].
In the Non-Synchronized Time Model, we have, for any t, τ ,
(d ⊘ d)(τ) ≤ ρτ + η and thus DHg ≤ ρDHi + η. In the
Synchronized Time Model, we obtain (d⊘ d)(τ) ≤ min(ρτ +
η, τ + 2∆) and thus DHg ≤ min (ρDHi + η,DHi + 2∆).
Numerical Application to TSN: For both time models,
for values of the delay bound DHi ranging from 1µsec to
200msec, the relative increase on the bound ranges from 0.4%
to 0.02%. Practically, the effect of clock nonidealities on the
definition of delay bounds in time-sensitive networks can thus
be ignored.
B. Results on Arrival Curves
From [11], the cumulative functionR(t) of the flow entering
the device j is defined, when measured with the TAI, as
the number of bits entering the device between the instant
measured as 0 in the TAI and the instant measured as t in
the TAI. When we use clock Hi instead of TAI, we obtain a
different cumulative function. We call RHi(t) the cumulative
function obtained when counting the number of bits entering
a device between the instant measured as 0 using Hi and
the instant measured as t using Hi (Figure 5). The following
proposition gives the relation between cumulative functions
obtained with different clocks:
Proposition 2 (Changing the clock of a cumulative function).
For any clock pair (Hg,Hi):
∀t, RHg (t) = RHi(dg→i(t))
1f ⊘ g : t 7→ supτ [f(t+ τ)− g(τ)], see [11]
The proof of the proposition is given in Appendix B. We
now define the concept of an arrival curve observed with a
clock.
Definition 2. We say that a wide-sense increasing function α
is an arrival curve for the flow entering the device j when
observed with clock Hi if ∀t, τ, RHi(t+ τ)−RHi(t) ≤ α(τ).
We note such a function αHi .
Remark: In particular, when Hi is the TAI, we retrieve the
definition of an arrival curve, as defined in [11, Chapter 1].
Proposition 3 (Changing the clock of an arrival curve). If
αHi is an arrival curve for the flow entering the device and
being observed with Hi, then an arrival curve for the flow
observed with Hg is αHg : t 7→ αHi ((d⊘ d)(t)), where ⊘ is
the min-plus de-convolution and d = dg→i.
The proof of the proposition is available in Appendix C.
We can now find an arrival curve for a flow as observed from
any clock as long as we know one that is observed with one
clock. We now apply the proposition to our two clock models.
Non-Synchronized Time Model: Here, for any t, τ , (d⊘
d)(τ) ≤ (ρτ + η), thus, if αHi is an arrival curve observed
with Hi, then αHg : t 7→ αHi(ρt + η) is an arrival curve
observed with Hg .
Example: Application to leaky-bucket arrival curves. As-
sume αHi is a leaky-bucket arrival curve with burst bi and
rate ri, then α
Hg is also a leaky-bucket arrival curve with
burst bg = bi + riη ≥ bi and a rate rg = ρri ≥ ri. We can
also write αHg = γρri,bi+riη.
Numerical Application to TSN: This represents 0.02% of
a rate increase and a burst increase that is below 1 bit for most
flows (below 250Mbits/s) as η =4ns.
Synchronized Time Model: Here, we additionally obtain
∀τ, (d ⊘ d)(τ) ≤ τ + 2∆. Consequently, if αHi is an arrival
curve observed with Hi, then αHg : t 7→ αHi(min(t +
2∆, ρt+ η)) is an arrival curve observed with Hg . As arrival
curves are wide-sense increasing, we also have αHg : t 7→
min
[
αHi(t+ 2∆), αHi(ρt+ η)
]
.
Example: Application to leaky-bucket arrival curves. As-
sume αHi is a leaky-bucket arrival curve of burst bi and rate ri.
Then the function t 7→ αHi(t+ 2∆) is a leaky-bucket arrival
curve of rate ri and burst bi+2ri∆. And t 7→ αHi(ρt+ η) is
a leaky-bucket arrival curve of rate r = ρri and burst bi+riη.
Hence, αHg = γri,bi+2ri∆∧γρri,bi+riη , the minimum of these
two arrival curves (Figure 6). According to the numerical
application, we expect to have 2ri∆ much higher than riη.
In Figure 6, we respect this order but not the scale.
Numerical Application to TSN: In a synchronized net-
work, we have a second additional arrival curve with an
unchanged rate but with an increased burst. For a flow
of 500kbits/s, this represents a burst increase of 125kbits
for a loosely-synchronized network and 1bit for a tightly-
synchronized network. For loosely-synchronized networks,
due to the high burst increase, the other part of the arrival
curve, γρri,bi+riη needs to be used in order to obtain tight
bounds.
αHi
bi
bi + riη
bi + 2ri∆
r i
ρr
i α
Hg
time interval measured with Hg or Hi
data
Fig. 6: Hi is synchronized with Hg . A flow f has the leaky-
bucket arrival curve αHi when it is viewed from Hi. Then, f
has the arrival curve αHg when it is viewed from Hg .
TABLE II: Relations between an arrival curve as observed
with Hi and an arrival curve as observed with Hg .
Arrival curve
General Leaky-Bucket
in Hi αHi (t) γr,b
in Hg , general αHi ((di ⊘ di)(t)) –
in Hg , non-sync αHi (ρt + η) γrρ,b+rη
in Hg , sync αHi (min[ρt+ η, t+ 2∆]) γrρ,b+rη ∧ γr,b+2r∆
Table II regroups the results of this subsection. Note that
the table can be used for any pair of clocks (Hg,Hi), each
being either a clock in the network or the TAI.
C. Results on Service Curves
As for the arrival curve concept, we define the service curve
concept relative to a clock:
Definition 3. We say that a wide-sense increasing function β is
a service curve of the device j for the flow when observed with
Hi if β(0) = 0 and ∀t ≥ 0, R∗Hi(t) ≥ inf0≤s≤tRHi(s) +
β(t− s). We note such a function βHi .
Remark: In particular, when Hi is the TAI, we retrieve the
definition of a service curve, as defined in [11, Chapter 1].
Proposition 4 (Changing the clock for a service curve). If
βHi is a service curve observed with Hi, then a service curve
observed with Hg is βHg : t 7→ βHi((d⊘d)(t)), where d =
dg→i and d⊘d(t) = infu≥0[d(t + u) − d(u)] (max-plus de-
convolution [11, Section 3.2.1]).
The proof is in Appendix D. Again, we now apply the
proposition to the two time models:
Non-Synchronized Time Model: Here, ∀t, (d⊘d)(t) ≥
1
ρ |t− η|
+
, thus if βHi is a service curve viewed from Hi,
then βHg : t 7→ βHi( 1ρ |t − η|+) is a service curve viewed
from Hg .
Example: Application to rate-latency service curves. As-
sume βHi is a rate-latency service curve with rate Ri and
TABLE III: Relations between a service curve of a system
observed with Hi and a service curve of the same system
observed with Hg .
Service curve
General Rate-Latency Leaky-Bucket
in Hi βHi(t) λR,T γr,b
in Hg , general βHi((di⊘di)(t)) – –
in Hg , non-sync βHi(1/ρ · |t− η|+) λR/ρ,ρT+η δη ⊗ γr/ρ,b
in Hg , sync βHi(max[1/ρ · (t − η), t− 2∆, 0])
λR/ρ,ρT+η (δη ⊗ γr/ρ,b)
∨λR,T+2∆ ∨(δ2∆ ⊗ γr,b)
latency Ti, then β
Hg is a rate-latency service curve with rate
Rg = Ri/ρ ≤ Ri and latency Tg = η + ρTi ≥ Ti.
Numerical Application to TSN: The service observed with
another clock has a guaranteed rate reduced by 0.02% and a
slightly increased latency. For a latency of 10µs, this represents
6ns of added latency.
Example: Application to PFR service curves. Recall from
Section III that, when observed with its internal clock, a PFR
offers to the regulated flow a service curve equal to its shaping
curve. If we observe a token-bucket filter with rate ri and burst
bi with a different clock, Hg , we obtain the service curve
βHg = δη ⊗ γri/ρ,bi . This corresponds to the leaky-bucket
service curve with a burst bi and a service rate rg = ri/ρ ≤ ri,
delayed by delay η (Figure 7a).
Synchronized Time Model: If βHi is a service curve
viewed from Hi, then βHg : t 7→ βHi(max[ 1ρ (t − η), t −
2∆, 0]) is a service curve viewed from Hg .
Example: Application to rate-latency service curves. As-
sume βHi is a rate-latency service curve with rate Ri and
latency Ti, then a service curve as observed with Hg is
∀t, βHg (t) = λRi/ρ,η+ρTi ∨ λRi,Ti+2∆ where ∨ denotes the
maximum. I.e., βHg is the maximum between the rate-latency
service curve of rate Ri/ρ, latency η+ρTi and the rate-latency
service curve of rate Ri and latency Ti+2∆. Note that if ρ−1
is small and with our previous remark in Section V-B about η
and∆, we expect the latency η+ρTi to be less than the latency
Ti + 2∆. Hence, the shape of β
Hg is given in Figure 7c.
Numerical Application to TSN: In a synchronized net-
work, compared to the non-synchronized time model, we also
obtain a service with an unchanged rate but an increased
latency: 2µs for a tightly-synchronized network and 300ms
for a loosely-synchronized network.
Example: Application to PFR service curves. Assume βHi
is a service curve offered by a token-bucket filter observed
with its internal clock, with burst bi and rate ri, then a service
curve of this PFR as observed with Hg is ∀t, βHg (t) =
bi + rimax[
1
ρ(t − η), t − 2∆, 0]. Ie, βHg = (γri/ρ,bi ⊗ δη) ∨
(γri,bi ⊗ δ2∆) (Figure 7b). Table III regroups the results of
this subsection. Note that the table can be used for any pair
of clocks (Hg,Hi), each being either a clock in the network
or the TAI.
D. Results on Regulators
Recall that the operation of a PFR requires measuring times,
therefore, a system that is a PFR when observed with its own
clock might no longer be a PFR when observed with a different
clock. Indeed, assume, for instance, that the PFR’s clock runs
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Fig. 7: If the system offers service curve βHi when observed with Hi, it offers service curve βHg when observed with Hg .
faster than expected when observed with an external clock.
Then the external observer will see that the device violates the
configured shaping curve and cannot be a PFR. Conversely, if
the clock of the device is two slow from an external point of
view, then the external observer will conclude that the device
is not a PFR because it does not release the packets as soon as
possible. Worse, the device clock may oscillate between being
too fast or being too slow.
Similar observations can be done with the IR. Hence, the
property of being a PFR or an IR is only valid when the
regulator is observed with its internal clock. Consequently,
none of the properties of the IR [12] or the PFR [11, Sections
1.5 and 1.7] are expected to hold when observed with an
external clock, in general.
One of them states that, at the ouput of the regulator, a
flow has the shaping curve as arrival curve. Observed with
an external clock, this property does not hold but an arrival
curve as observed with this external clock can be retrieved
using Table II.
In the following sections, we focus on the shaping-for-free
property (Section III), as it is underlies all delay computa-
tions in deterministic networks with regulators. Proposition 5
proves that in non-synchronized networks, the shaping-for-
free property holds neither for a PFR nor for an IR. For
synchronized networks, Section VII-A computes a lower and
an upper bound on the worst-case penalty incurred by a PFR.
Finally, Proposition 10 proves that the IR cannot provide any
delay bound.
VI. NON-SYNCHRONIZED NETWORKS WITH REGULATORS
We now combine the set of results of the previous sec-
tion with other network calculus results to analyze non-
synchronized networks containing regulators. We focus on a
network with flows that are leaky-bucket constrained at their
sources.
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Fig. 8: Adversarial case triggering the instability for non-
synchronized non-adapted regulators.
A. Instability of Non-Adapted Regulators in Non-Synchronized
Networks
Proposition 5 (Instability of non-adapted regulators in
non-synchronized networks). Consider a non-synchronized
network with ρ > 1. Consider a network element S that is
FIFO per flow and guarantees to a flow f a delay ≤ D if the
flow satisfies an arrival curve γr,b (both measured in TAI).
After processing by S, the flow is submitted to a non-adapted
regulator (PFR or IR) (Figure 1) with shaping curve γr,b.
There exists adversarial source clocks within our time model
and adversarial traffic generation satisfying the γr,b arrival
curve such that the delay of the flow through the regulator,
measured using any clock, is unbounded.
The proof is in Appendix E. Recall that if the clocks
would be ideal, the worst-case delay of the flow would not
be increased by the regulator and the total delay would thus
be ≤ D. In contrast, with nonideal clocks, the total delay is
unbounded, thus “shaping-for-free” does not hold.
As illustration, consider for simplicity a PFR or an IR
regulating only one flow: in this situation, both devices present
the same behavior. We consider the source of a leaky-bucket
constrained flow with all packets of same size, burst b =
1 packet and rate r = 1 packet per time unit. In the first
line of Figure 8, we show the traffic trace at the output of
the source, observed with its clock. The source is greedy, its
sends at its maximum rate of one packet per time unit.
Now assume that the FIFO system S has zero delay,
whatever the clock used to observe it. Then the first timeline
in Figure 8 is also the traffic trace at the input of the regulator,
but observed with the source clock. Assume now that the
clock of the regulator is running slower than the one of the
source. Here we exaggerate the phenomenon and we take
dsource→regulator(t) = s0 t with s0 = 6/7. The regulator is non-
adapted. It enforces the arrival curve of the source (one packet
of burst, one packet per unit of time) by using its internal
clock.
Seen with the regulator clock, the incoming traffic trace is
given with the second timeline in Figure 8. Packet b appears
to arrive too soon (at time 0) and needs to be stored in the
regulator. It is released when the regulator clock reaches time
1. When measured with the regulator clock, packet b suffers a
delay of 1/7 time unit, and 1/6 time unit when observed with
the source clock.
We note that each packet has an increasing delay. At local
time 7, the regulator has now two packets in its buffer, and
it will increase to three packets at time 14, and so forth.
We observe that the delays and the buffer occupation is
linearly increasing. Hence, we have an unstable system with
no delay bound. In practice, buffer sizes are finite and instead
of unbounded delay, we will see unexpected packet losses
(this contradicts the purpose of time-sensitive networks, which
assume zero loss due to buffer overflow).
Numerical Application to TSN: Looking at the example,
we observe that the delays observed with the source clock
increase linearly with time and with 1/s0−1, which can be as
large as ρ−1. In a TSN context, this represents approximately
200µs of increased worst-case delay per second of operation.
The example presented above is inspired by a remark made
in the TSN ATS draft [18, Annex V.8]: “If the upstream device
[. . . ] runs faster than nominal and [the] downstream Bridge
[. . . ] runs slower than nominal, the backlog as well as the per
hop delay in the downstream Bridge could grow under peak
conditions”. In our model, the “upstream device” represents
the upstream regulator, or the source, the “downstream Bridge”
represents the next regulator, and “peak conditions” refer to a
greedy source.
B. The Rate and Burst Cascade for Non-Synchronized Net-
works with Regulators
This last quoted remark highlights how a first solution for
the instability problem can be formulated: one can make sure
that whatever the clock conditions (but within the constraints
of Equation (5)), the downstream device will always have an
output rate higher than the input. This requires increasing
slightly the nominal rate of the regulator; and because this
increase is performed at every hop, it generates a rate cascade
that was first described in [18, Annex V.8]. In this section,
we refine the method into a rate an burst cascade, with the
following differences:
• We consider the jitter tolerance η of the clocks, un-
like [18].
• The discussion in [18, Annex V.7], that is related to the
difference between the theoretical IR behavior and its concrete
implementation in ATS is not considered here.
• We take into account the finite resolution of the config-
urable rates and bursts on the regulators, whereas [18] assumes
that any rate or burst is configurable.
Last, we use the network calculus toolbox in Section V to
prove that the rate burst cascade ensures the stability of the
network, and we also compute per-hop delay bounds.
The rate and burst cascade works as follows. For each flow
f , we use the notation and the reference configuration in
Section IV-D and Figure 4.
Step 1: For each flow f , and each hop k = 1 . . . n in
its path, configure Regk with rRegk = Rk(ρrRegk−1) and
bRegk = Qk(bRegk−1 + ηrRegk−1). Recall that Rk(r) [resp.Qk(b)] denote the configurable rate [resp. burst] higher than r
[resp. b] for this regulator. Recall also that ρ and η are network-
wide parameters that depend neither on the considered clock
nor on k.
Step 2: For each flow f , and each hop k = 1 . . . n in its
path, the configured shaping curve σk−1 is an arrival curve
at the output of the regulator Regk−1, when observed with
the clock of the regulator (Section V-D). Using Table II with
Hg = HTAI and Hi = HRegk−1 , it follows that flow f has
a leaky-bucket arrival curve αHTAIk of rate ρrRegk−1 and burst
bRegk−1 + ηrRegk−1 at the input of Sk, when observed withHTAI.
For each network element S in the network and each flow f ′
crossing S, the arrival curve of f ′ at the input of S, observed
with HTAI is given by the above αHTAIk , with k the index of
S in the path of flow f ′. According to the assumptions of
Section IV-D, we can compute a TAI delay bound Df,HTAIS of
any flow f that goes through S.
Step 3: For each flow f , and each hop k = 1 . . . n in
its path, compute the TAI delay bound, D′HTAIk , of the flow
through the sequence Sk − Regk, using the next proposition:
Proposition 6. If regulators are configured as in Step 1, for
each flow f that goes through network element S, a bound on
the TAI delay of the flow through the concatenation of S and
the next regulator is D′f,HTAI = ρ2Df,HTAI + η(1 + ρ) where
Df,HTAI is a bound on the TAI delay of flow f through S,
computed in Step 2.
The proof is in Appendix F. Intuitively, with the clock of
the regulator, the arrival curve of the flow at the input of S is
≤ the shaping curve of the regulator, due to the inflation of
rate and burst; hence shaping-for-free holds with this clock.
Numerical Application to TSN: Assume that the regu-
lators’ configurations have infinite precision (R,Q are the
identity function). With these settings, the rate and burst
cascade method increases the rate [resp the burst] of the flow
by approx. 0.02% [resp less than one bit for most flows] at
each hop.
The rate and burst cascade has the drawback that the
configuration of a regulator depends on its position on the flow
path. This puts complexity on the control plane, specifically,
for computing, distributing and managing the configuration.
This motivates us to propose next an alternative method which,
however, works only with PFRs.
C. The ADAM method for Non-Synchronized Networks with
Per-Flow Regulators
The goal of the asynchronous dual arrival-curve method
(ADAM) is, for any given flow, to have the same parameters at
all regulators along the flow path. Thus,when applying ADAM,
we require that the rounding functions Rk,Qk (which capture
the accuracy with which regulator parameters are actually
implemented) are the same at all network nodes (and we
consequently drop the index k for these functions). We also
require that all the regulators in the network be PFRs.
The main idea of ADAM is to establish that each flow f has
an arrival curve, expressed in TAI, of the form αk = α1∧α2,k
at the output of its k-th hop where α1, α2,k are leaky-bucket
arrival curves and the former is independent of the hop index.
Step 1: For each flow f , find a rate margin W such that
W ≥ ρ2 andWr0 can be exactly implemented, i.e R(Wr0) =
Wr0. Configure the shaping curves at all regulators along the
path of the flow with rate rRegk = Wr0 and burst bRegk = b0.
Since ρ is a network-wide parameter that does not depend
on a clock, all regulators except the source have the same
configuration, independent of the hop index k = 1...n. Here
r0, b0 are the rate and burst at the source (which depend on
f , though the dependency on f is not shown for simplicity of
notation).
Step 2: Any flow f that goes through a network element S
is output by the regulator at its previous hop. Thus, using the
same justification as step 2 of the rate and burst cascade, it
has the arrival curve α1 = γρWr0,b0+ηWr0 (i.e. leaky bucket
with rate ρWr0 and burst b0 + ηWr0), when observed with
HTAI.
Then, again using the same justification as step 2 of the
rate and burst cascade, compute a TAI delay bound Df,HTAIS
through any network element S and for any flow f that goes
through it.
Step 3: For each flow f and each hop k = 1 . . . n in its
path, compute a TAI delay bound, D′HTAIk , of the flow through
the sequence Sk − Regk, using Algorithm 1.
Proposition 7 (Correctness of Algorithm 1). For a flow f that
has n hops and for m = 1 . . . n:
1) Let α2,0 be the leaky-bucket function with rate r2
(Line 2) and burst b2,0 (Line 3); it is an arrival curve
for the flow at its source when observed with HTAI.
2) Let α2,k be the leaky-bucket function with rate r2
(Line 2) and burst b2,k (Line 6). It is an arrival curve
of the flow observed with HTAI at the output of Regk.
3) D′HTAIk is a TAI delay bound for the flow through the
concatenation Sk − Regk, for k = 1 . . .m.
Algorithm 1 Computing the TAI delay for a flow through its
hop m using the ADAM method
Require: {DHTAIk }k, the set of all the TAI delay bounds for
the flow through the systems Sk in its path (from Step 2).
Require: m, the index at which to compute the TAI hop delay.
Require: r0, b0, the rate and burst of the flow at the source,
observed with the source’s clock. W , the rate margin.
Require: η, ρ the network-wide parameters of the time-
model.
1: function COMPUTEDELAY-
HOPM({DHTAIk }k,m,(r0, b0),W )
2: r2 ← ρr0
3: b2,0 ← b0 + ηr0
4: for k = 1 . . .m do
5: D′HTAIk ← DHTAIk +η(1+ρ)+ b2,k−1−b0−ηWr0ρr0
ρ2−1
W−1
6: b2,k ← b2,k−1 + ρr0 ·D′HTAIk ⊲ See Proposition 7
7: end for
8: return D′HTAIm
9: end function
The proof is in Appendix G. Observe that, unlike with the
rate and burst cascade method, here the regulators do increase
(slightly) the delay bound, specifically, shaping-for-free does
not hold. The proof captures this increase by using a service-
curve characterization of PFRs, together with the arrival curve
α1 ∧ α2,k−1 for the flow at the input of Sk observed with
HTAI. Then it applies the Network Calculus results using these
curves observed with HTAI. As we do not know any service-
curve characterization for IRs, we are not able to extend this
method to IRs.
Also note that the delay bound in Step 2 is computed
using the arrival curve α1 and not the full arrival curve
known by the method. This is because Step 2 is performed
at every node in the network, before knowing the results
of Step 3 that is performed per-flow. Using the result of
Step 3 in Step 2 is possible in feed-forward networks and
might in some cases lead to slightly smaller delay bounds.
However, one of the major applications of regulators is in
non-feedforward networks. Therefore, we do not explore such
possible optimizations in this paper.
Numerical Application to TSN: We consider a network
with one unique flow going through n nodes, each with a
FIFO system and a regulator. Figure 9 compares, for one
example and for both ADAM and the rate and burst cascade,
the increase of the end-to-end TAI delay bound with respect
to the theoretical situation with ideal clocks. The delay-bound
increase is larger with ADAM but in both cases it is very small
(less than 4% for paths smaller than 10 hops).
VII. SYNCHRONIZED NETWORKS WITH REGULATORS
In synchronized networks, we expect that unbounded delays
due to non-adapted regulators cannot occur, as clock rates
cannot diverge for long periods of time. We now examine to
which extent this holds. We study separately PFRs and IRs.
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Flow characteristics (seen from source clock):
Initial burst: 12kbits
Rate: 6Mbits/s
Service of class-based queing systems (seen in TAI):
Latency: 1us
Service Rate: 100Mbits/s
Resolution of the regulators’ configuration:
Burst: 8bits
Rate: 1kbits/s
Rate and burst cascade. Synchronized or not. PFR or IR.
ADAM (rate margin W=1.05). Synchronized or not. PFR only.
Non-adapted synchronized PFR.
Fig. 9: Comparison of the relative increase of the TAI end-
to-end delay bound of a flow obtained with several methods,
with respect to the theoretical situation with ideal clocks, and
as a function of the path length.
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Fig. 10: Adversarial case achieving the lower penalty bound
for synchronized non-adapted PFRs.
A. Delay Penalty of Non-Adapted PFRs in Synchronized Net-
works
Even when synchronized, a non-adapted PFR increases the
worst-case delay, i.e. does not “shape for free”:
Proposition 8 (Lower bound on the worst-case delay penalty
of synchronized non-adapted per-flow regulators). For any
leaky-bucket arrival curve γr,b, there exists a network config-
uration such that (1) one flow has the arrival curve γr,b at the
source, (2) the flow goes through one network element followed
by one non-adapted PFR (hence with shaping curve γr,b), (3)
the clocks of the source and the PFR are synchronized with
time-error bound ∆, and (4) the PFR increases the worst-case
delay of the flow by at least ∆.
The proof is in Appendix H. We give here a less-formal
example. We take the same example as for Section VI-A
and Figure 8, with the source clock being the TAI, the
source being greedy, and the system Sk having no delay.
But this time (Figure 10), the regulator clock is too slow by
s1 = 6/7 between Time Units 0 and 7 (measured with the
TAI), and then it regains the same speed, with a time function
dSource→ PFR(t) = t−∆. We exaggerate∆ to equal one unit of
time. Then we can note that dSource→ PFR(t) meets Equations
(5) and (6) with ρ ≥ s1. We observe in Figure 10 that the
TAI delay of each packet is increasing for packets from a to
h, and packets h to j have a delay of one unit, that is ∆.
Thanks to the synchronization, though, the delay penalty of
the PFR can be controlled:
Proposition 9 (Upper bound on the delay penalty of syn-
chronized non-adapted per-flow regulators). Assume a flow is
regulated at the source with rate r0 and burst b0 and goes
through a sequence of n concatenations of network elements
and regulators. The regulators are nonadapted (i.e. have
shaping curve γr0,b0 ), and the network is synchronized with
time-error bound ∆. Let DHTAIk be an upper bound on the TAI
delay at Sk, the kth network element on the path of the flow. A
bound on the TAI delay of the flow through the concatenation
of Sk and the next regulator is D
′HTAI
k = D
HTAI
k + 4∆.
The proof is in Appendix I. Note that a TAI delay bound
DHTAIk can be obtained by using the fact that the shaping curve
is a valid arrival curve at the output of the previous regulator.
Hence we can use the last line of Table II; when observed with
HTAI, the flow enters Sk with a double arrival-curve constraint:
a leaky-bucket arrival curve of rate ρr0 and burst b0+r0η, and
a leaky-bucket arrival curve of rate r0 and burst b0 + 2r0∆.
It follows from Propositions 8 and 9 that the worst-case
penalty on the TAI per-hop delay of non-adapted PFRs in
synchronized networks is between ∆ and 4∆, i.e., is of
the order of magnitude of the synchronization precision. For
tightly-synchronized networks and PFRs, the current practice
of ignoring clock nonidealities is thus perfectly acceptable.
However, in loosely-synchronized networks, the value of ∆
(∼ 125ms) is larger than the required delay bound for flows
with stringent delay requirements. The two solutions (rate and
burst cascade, and ADAM) that apply to non-synchronized
networks also apply here and can be used.
Numerical Application to TSN: In Figure 9, we compare,
with the same conditions as in Section VI-C, the delay bound
with non-adapted tightly-synchronized PFRs, obtained with
Proposition 9 with the methods of Section VI. We observe
that they perform similarly, each being within a few percents
of the ideal-clocks case.
B. Instability of Non-Adapted IRs in Synchronized Networks
For the interleaved regulator, however, the conclusions are
very different. Indeed, the IR may yield unbounded latencies,
even with tightly-synchronized networks, as shown in the
following proposition.
Proposition 10 (Instability of non-adapted synchronized in-
terleaved regulators). Consider an interleaved regulator as in
Figure 11, with n upstream systems. Each upstream system j
outputs Pj flows {fj,p}Pjp=1, each with a known arrival curve
FIFO system
HFIFO
IR
HIR
{σHIRfj,p = α
Hj
fj,p
}j,p
HIR
{αH1f1,p}p
H1
{αHnfn,p}p
Hn
. . .
Fig. 11: Adversarial situation with several sources.
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Fig. 12: Expected input of the previous FIFO system.
α
Hj
fj,p
when observed with clock Hj . Assume the interleaved
regulator is non-adapted: ∀(j, p), σHIRfj,p = α
Hj
fj,p
. Finally, as-
sume that the clocks HIR,HFIFO and each of the Hj are
synchronized (as per Equations (5) and (6)). Then, for any
parameters n, ρ, η,∆ with n ≥ 3, ρ > 1, η ≥ 0 and ∆ > 0,
there exists a FIFO system, adversarial clocks for HIR,HFIFO
and {Hj}j , and adversarial traffic generation of the upstream
systems, such that the flows crossing the IR have unbounded
latency within the IR, when observed with any clock of the
network.
The proof is in Appendix J. We give now an informal
example of a missed deadline. Consider Figure 12 that gives
the traffic profile that is expected to enter the previous FIFO
system. It corresponds to two flows, each one with a leaky-
bucket arrival curve with a burst of one packet and a rate of
1/2 packet per unit of time. Assume that the IR is configured
with this contract. Assume that System 1 generates Flow 1 and
System 2 generates Flow 2. Each System believes, according
to its clock, that it generates in Figure 13a, its flow’s packets
as per the expected behaviour of Figure 12. But the clock of
System 2 suddenly increases its speed relative to the IR clock
between Units 1 and 3 (Figure 13a). When seen from the clock
of the IR (here assumed to share the same clock as system 1),
this sudden speeding of Clock 2 increases the burst of Flow
2. Even worse, it allows Packet 2b to squeeze in before Packet
1b, when 2b was supposed to come after, as per Figure 12.
Assume a simulation of the FIFO system that provides the
output given in Figure 13b. The worst-case delay through the
FIFO is five units of TAI time, reached by Packet 1a. For
Packet 1b to meet this deadline for the entire hop (FIFO+IR), it
must be released no later than Time Unit 7. But recall that the
IR looks only at the head-of-line packet and all the following
packets, even from other flows, need to wait for this head
packet to be released before being processed by the IR. 1b,
blocked by 2b, is released no earlier than Time Unit 8. Thus,
1b has missed its deadline.
Numerical Application to TSN: In the proof, the delay
divergence increases at a rate
√
ρ − 1 for any number of
previous sources n ≥ 3, and any synchronization precision
∆ > 0. This corresponds to 100µs of increased worst-case
delay per second of network operation for both tightly- or
loosely-synchronized networks.
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(b) Input (above) and output (be-
low) of the IR, with HIR.
Fig. 13: Example of a missed deadline caused by nonideal
clocks. Packet 1b misses its deadline (5 units of time).
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have developed a theory for adding clock nonidealities
to network calculus. We have applied the theory to time-
sensitive networks with regulators and have obtained the
following conclusions.
In loosely-synchronized and in non-synchronized networks,
regulators are affected by clock issues; this leads to large
or unbounded delays if not properly addressed. We have
proposed two solutions for PFRs: the rate and burst cascade,
and ADAM. The former imposes that the regulator parameters
depend on the position of the regulator on the flow path, which
complexifies the control plane. For interleaved regulators, only
the rate and burst cascade applies.
In tightly-synchronized networks, per-flow regulators are
affected, but the delay penalty is of the order of the time-error
bound and can be neglected. In contrast, interleaved regulators
are affected well beyond the time-error bound, and this can
lead to unbounded delays if the issue is not properly addressed.
Therefore, a solution such as the method of rate and burst
cascade should be applied with interleaved regulators, even in
tightly-synchronized networks.
In this paper, we proposed a network calculus toolbox for
networks with nonideal clocks, we then focused on applying
the toolbox on asynchronous traffic shaping (ATS). Computing
the effect of nonideal clocks on other mechanisms and non-
work conservatives scheduler such as TAS, CBS, the damper,
constitute a first interesting axis of future work.
We also proposed methods to manage the regulator param-
eters of ATS within a network, focusing on delay bounds
obtained with Network Calculus. The evaluation of these
methods under realistic network and clock conditions, using
simulations constitute another axis of future work.
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APPENDIX
A. Proof of Proposition 1
Proof of Proposition 1. Call A(t) the time, measured with
Hi, at which a packet that has entered device j at t leaves
the device. By definition, for any time t observed with Hi,
A(t)− t ≤ D. As d is increasing, for any time t measured in
Hi, d(A(t)) − d(t) ≤ d(t +D) − d(t) ≤ supt′(d(t′ +D) −
d(t′)) = (d⊘ d)(D).
Note that d(A(t)) also equals A(d(t)) because the packet
that enters device j at t observed with Hi [resp d(t) observed
with Hg] leaves device j at A(t) [resp A(d(t))]. Hence for
any t observed using Hi, A(d(t))−d(t) ≤ (d⊘d)(D), which
gives the result.
B. Proof of Proposition 2
Proof of Proposition 2. Note that the same number of bits of
the flow enter the device j between the time instants measured
as t1 and t2 using Hi and between the time instants measured
as dg→i(t1) and dg→i(t2) using Hg . We now split the proof
into two situations.
Time observed with Hi
Time observed with Hg
01011101010110101000011000. . .
0 dg→i(t)
t0
dg→i(0)
Fig. 14: Case where the initial offset of the local clock Hi is
positive compared to the reference clock Hg.
a) Case d(0) ≥ 0: If the origin of Hi is before the
origin of Hg, then the situation is as in Figure 14, where we
represent face-to-face the two clocks. For any t, the number of
bits observed using Hi between 0 and d(t) equals the number
of bits observed between 0 and d(0), plus the number of bits
observed between d(0) and d(t). That second term also equals
the number of bits observed between 0 and t using Hg (Figure
14), i.e., RHg(t). Hence,
∀t, RHi(d(t)) = RHi(d(0)) +RHg(t)
Due to the definition of Tstart, no bit could have been sent
before the time measured as 0 using Hg . Consequently,
RHi(d(0)) = 0, and we have the result.
b) Case d(0) < 0: If the origin of clock Hi is after the
origin of clock Hg , then by symmetry, we simply flip the pair
and obtain the result from case a).
C. Proof of Proposition 3
Proof of Proposition 3. For any t, τ , we have
RHg(t+ τ)−RHg (t)
= RHi(d(t+ τ)) −RHi(d(t))
per Proposition 2
≤ αHi(d(t + τ)− d(t))
because αHi is an arrival curve when observed with Hi
≤ sup
t′≥0
[
αHi(d(t′ + τ)− d(t′))]
≤ αHi(d⊘ d(τ))
as αHi is a wide-sense increasing function
Also, per Equation (5), (d ⊘ d)(τ) ≤ ρτ + η, and d ⊘ d is
always finite in our model.
D. Proof of Proposition 4
Proof of Proposition 4. Fix any arbitrary t ≥ 0. Then
R∗Hg(t) = R∗Hi(d(t))
≥ inf
0≤σ≤d(t)
[
RHi(σ) + βHi(d(t) − σ)]
As per Proposition 2 and because βHi is a service curve
observed with Hi. As d is strictly increasing, for any time
instant σ measured with Hi, we note σ = d(s) with s the
measure using Hg. Hence,
R∗Hg (t)
≥ inf
d−1(0)≤s≤t
[
RHi(d(s)) + βHi(d(t)− d(s))]
If t < Tstart (defined in Section IV-A), the result holds
because no bit has been transmitted: R∗Hg(t) = 0 and ∀s ≤
t, RHi(d(s)) = 0 and infd−1(0)≤s≤t β
Hi(d(t) − d(s)) = 0,
obtained for s = t.
Let’s now assume t ≥ Tstart and call A : s 7→ RHi(d(s)) +
βHi(d(t)−d(s)). As Tstart ≥ d−1(0), we can split the domain
of the infsA(s) into the two cases s ≤ Tstart and s ≥ Tstart,
the result being the minimum of the two obtained inf .
For s < Tstart, β
Hi(d(t) − d(s)) ≥ βHi(d(t) − d(Tstart))
because d and βHi are both increasing functions. On the
other hand, based on the assumption on Tstart, R
Hi(d(s)) =
RHi(d(Tstart)) as both quantities equal 0 bit.
Consequently,
inf
d−1(0)≤s≤Tstart
A(s) ≥ A(Tstart)
and infsA(s) is obtained for s ∈ [Tstart, t], i.e.,
R∗Hg (t) ≥ inf
Tstart≤s≤t
A(s)
By definition Tstart ≥ 0, so [Tstart, t] ⊂ [0, t], and hence,
R∗Hg(t) ≥ inf
0≤s≤t
A(s)
≥ inf
0≤s≤t
[
RHi(d(s)) + βHi(d(t)− d(s))]
≥ inf
0≤s≤t
[
RHi(d(s))+
inf0≤u≤s β
Hi(d(t − s+ u)− d(u))
]
≥ inf
0≤s≤t
[
RHi(d(s)) + βHi((d⊘d)(t− s))]
Because βHi is wide-sense increasing. Now, as RHi(d(s)) =
RHg(s) per Proposition 2, we obtain
R∗Hg (t) ≥ inf
0≤s≤t
[
RHg(s) + βHi((d⊘d)(t− s))]
which proves that t 7→ βHi((d⊘d)(t − s)) is a service curve
observed with Hg .
E. Proof of Proposition 5
Proof of Proposition 5. Consider a flow such as f in Figure 1,
assume that the source of the flow is at the input to system
S and call H1 the clock used to define the arrival curve
αH1 = γr,b at the source. Assume the regulator is a PFR and
let HReg 6= H1 be its clock. Since the PFR is non-adapted, it
is configured with shaping curve σHReg = αH1 .
Let the flow be greedy after Tstart and generate packets of
size ℓ bits, with ℓ ≤ b. Its cumulative arrival function at the
source, measured in H1, is
RH1(t) =
⌊
αH1(|t− Tstart|+)
ℓ
⌋
ℓ (7)
where ⌊·⌋ is the floor function. The fact that this flow satisfies
the arrival-curve constraint αH1 in H1 follows from [56, Thm
III.2]. Also, system S provides a delay bound D in TAI thus,
by Section V-A, a bound D1 = ρD + η in H1. Let R′H1 be
the cumulative arrival function of flow f at the input of the
PFR, observed with H1. Thus, for every t,
RH1(t−D1) ≤ R′H1(t) (8)
Let d1→Reg(t) = t/ρ be the relative time function between H1
and HReg. The function meets the conditions of Equation (5).
Using Proposition 2, the cumulative arrival function of flow f
at the input of the PFR, when observed with the PFR clock
HReg, is given by
R′HReg(τ) = R′H1
(
d−11→Reg(τ)
)
= R′H1(ρτ) (9)
Network calculus results are valid as long as all the notions
are in the same time reference. Recall from Section III that
the PFR can be modelled as a fluid greedy shaper followed by
a packetizer, and the latter can be ignored for delay compu-
tations. The output of the fluid greedy shaper, observed with
HReg, is thus R∗HReg = R′HReg ⊗γr,b. It follows that, for all τ ,
R∗HReg(τ) ≤ RHReg(Tstart)+αH1 (τ−Tstart) = r|τ −Tstart|++b
by definition of Tstart.
We now show that for any e > 0, the worst-case delay
through the PFR, measured in HReg, is ≥ e. From the previous
equation, it follows that, for τ ≥ Tstart,
R∗HReg(τ + e) ≤ r(τ + e− Tstart) + b (10)
Combine Eqs (7)–(10) and obtain
R∗HReg(τ + e)−R′HReg(τ)
≤ r(τ + e− Tstart) + b−RH1(ρτ −D1)
= r(τ + e− Tstart) + b−
⌊
r(ρτ −D1Tstart) + b
ℓ
⌋
ℓ
≤ r(τ + e − Tstart) + b− (r(ρτ −D1 − Tstart) + b) + ℓ
= r(1 − ρ)τ + re + rD1 + ℓ
(11)
Thus R∗HReg(τ + e) − R′HReg(τ) < 0 whenever τ >(
re+rD1+ℓ
(ρ−1)r ∨ Tstart
)
; it follows that the delay, measured
with HReg, for packets arrived at the PFR after time(
re+rD1+ℓ
(ρ−1)r ∨ Tstart
)
is larger than e. This holds for any
arbitrary e > 0, therefore the delay measured with HReg is
unbounded.
By Section V-A, this also proves that the delay is not
bounded when viewed from any clock of the network.
For the IR, the same adversarial example applies because
an IR processing only one flow has the same behavior as a
PFR [12].
F. Proof of Proposition 6
Proof of Proposition 6. Assume that S is the kth hop for flow
f and note S = Sk as in Figure 4. When observed with
HRegk−1 , the flow has the arrival curve σ
HRegk−1
k−1 at the output
of Regk−1. We now apply Table II with Hg = HRegk and
Hi = HRegk−1 . We obtain that, when observed with the clock
of the next regulator, HRegk , the flow leaves Regk−1 with a
leaky-bucket arrival curve α
HRegk
k−1 of rate ρrRegk−1 and burst
Regk−1 + ηrRegk−1 .
From the configuration of Regk−1 and Regk, we note that
α
HRegk
k−1 ≤ σ
HRegk
k . Consequently, all the conditions for the
shaping-for-free property are met when observed with clock
HRegk . We apply the respective theorems for both the PFR [11,
Thm 1.5.2] and the IR [12, Thm 5] using this clock. An upper
bound on the delay for the flow through the system Sk as
measured with HRegk is ρDHTAIk + η (Proposition 1). Applying
the shaping-for-free property, this is also a valid delay bound
for the flow trough the whole hop (Sk followed by regulator),
when measuring with HRegk . To obtain a delay bound back in
the measurement clock HTAI, we apply again Proposition 1,
which gives the result.
G. Proof of Proposition 7
We first establish the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Assume that α2,k−1 is an arrival curve for the
flow at the input of the Sk, observed in HTAI. Then
DHTAIk + η
b0
ra
te
W
r 0
/ρ
βHTAIHopk
b0
+ηWr0
ra
te
r 1
=
ρW
r 0
αHTAI1
b2,k−1
rat
e r
2
=
ρr0
αHTAI2,k−1
D′HTAIk
time interval measured in HTAI
bits
Fig. 15: TAI delay bound computation for the flow through the
whole hop (Sk followed by regulator) in the ADAM method.
The knowledge of α2,k is required to provide a bounded delay
whereas the knowledge of α1 helps having a tight delay bound.
1) D′HTAIk = D
HTAI
k + η(1 + ρ) +
b2,k−1−b0−ηWr0
ρr0
ρ2−1
W−1 is a
TAI delay bound for the flow through the concatenation
of Sk and Regk.
2) γ
ρr0,b2,k−1+ρr0·D
′HTAI
k
is an arrival curve for the flow
observed in HTAI at the output of Regk.
Proof. (1) We use the property that the shaping curve of a
PFR is also a service curve, when observed with its own
clock. Using the results of Table III with Hg = HTAI and
Hi = HRegk , we obtain a service curve of the PFR when
observed with HTAI: βHTAIRegk = δη ⊗ γWr0/ρ,b0 . Additionally, as
DHTAIk is a delay bound through Sk, observed withHTAI, δDHTAI
k
is a service curve of Sk when observed with HTAI. Due to
the concatenation property of service curves [11, Thm 1.4.6],
applied with HTAI, the whole k-th hop offers, when observed
withHTAI, the service curve βHTAIHopk = δDHTAIk ⊗δη⊗γWr0/ρ,b0 to
the flow. Its shape is given in Figure 15.
Conversely, the flow has, when observed with HTAI and
at the input of the hop, both α1 (PFR output arrival-curve
property) and α2,k−1 (induction assumption) as arrival curves.
Their shape are given in Figure 15.
We apply the Network Calculus three-bound theorem [11,
Thm 1.4.2] to obtain a delay bound as the maximal horizontal
distance between α1 ⊗ α2 and βHopk , reached at the location
marked on Figure 15. Note that knowing only α1 does not
prove the existence of a maximal horizontal distance because
Wr0/ρ < ρWr0 (for ρ > 1). However, knowing also
α2,k−1 proves it because Wr0/ρ ≥ ρr0 because W ≥ ρ2.
Geometrical considerations gives the result in the proposition.
(2) Use the output flow part of the three-bound theorem [11,
Thm 1.4.3], applied with HTAI.
Proof of Proposition 7. (1) Applying Table II with Hg =
HTAI and Hi = HReg
0
proves that α2,0 is an arrival curve
for the flow at its source when observed with HTAI.
(2) and (3): The combination of the two statements is shown
by induction on k. The base step k = 0 follows from the
previous item. The induction step follows immediately from
items (2) and (3) of Lemma 1
H. Proof of Proposition 8
Proof of Proposition 8. Take the clock of the source to be
exactly the TAI and let HReg 6= HTAI be the clock of the PFR.
Since the PFR is non-adapted, it is configured with shaping
curve σHReg = αHTAI .
Let x1 = Tstart +
ρ∆
ρ−1 and take, for the adversarial relative
time function dTAI→PFR, the following piecewise linear func-
tion
dTAI→PFR(t) =


t if t ≤ Tstart
1
ρ
(t− Tstart) + Tstart if Tstart < t ≤ x1
t−∆ if x1 < t
The shape of dTAI→PFR is given in Figure 16. It is continuous,
strictly increasing, and meets the constraints of Equations (5)
and (6).
As in Appendix E, let the source be greedy after Tstart and
generate packets of size ℓ bits, with b ≥ ℓ. Its cumulative
arrival function at the source, measured in H1, is
RHTAI(t) =
⌊
αHTAI(|t− Tstart|+)
ℓ
⌋
ℓ (12)
where ⌊·⌋ is the floor function. The fact that this flow satisfies
the arrival-curve constraint αHTAI in HTAI follows again from
[56, Thm III.2].
Consider now the first network element for the flow, S1 in
Figure 4, as having no delay, for any observation clock.
Let R′ be the cumulative arrival function in the PFR, that
is at the output of the network element. Then for any t,
R′HTAI(t) = RHTAI(t) and for any τ , R′HReg(τ) = RHReg(τ).
With the same arguments as in Appendix E, we model
the PFR as a fluid greedy shaper followed by a packe-
tizer. The latter can be ignored for delay computations. The
output of the fluid greedy shaper, observed with HReg, is
thus R∗HReg = R′HReg ⊗ γr,b. It follows that, for all τ ,
R∗HReg(τ) ≤ RHReg(Tstart)+αHTAI(τ−Tstart) = r|τ−Tstart|++b
by definition of Tstart.
Now let x2 be the next TAI time after x1 at which the source
finishes sending a packet. Then by definition of R and R′
R′HTAI(x2) = R
HTAI(x2) = α
HTAI(x2 − Tstart) (13)
Now consider x2 + ∆ and compute the cumulative out-
put of the regulator at x2 + ∆: R
∗HTAI(x2 + ∆) =
∆
Tstart
Tstart
x1
x1 −∆
time observed with HTAI
time observed with HReg
Fig. 16: Shape of the time function dTAI→PFR. When the TAI
reaches Tstart, the PFR clock HReg starts counting the time
slower (with a relative factor 1/ρ) until its time is late by ∆
compared to the TAI. After that point, it counts the time at
the same speed but remain ∆ seconds late.
RHReg(dTAI→PFR(x2 +∆)) = R
HReg(x2) because x2 ≥ x1 and
by definition of dTAI→PFR.
Yet RHReg(x2) ≤ αHTAI(x2 − Tstart) so
R∗HTAI(x2 +∆) ≤ αHTAI(x2 − Tstart) (14)
Combining Equations 13 and 14 proves
R∗HTAI(x2 +∆)−RHTAI(x2) ≤ 0 (15)
Equation (15) proves that the delay of the packet output at x2
(observed with HTAI) from the source exits the greedy shaper
at x2+∆ (observed with HTAI). It has hence suffered a delay
of ∆ measured with HTAI, which is ∆ more than the worst-
case delay through the network element. The worst-case delay
is hence lower-bounded by this reachable value.
I. Proof of Proposition 9
Proof of Proposition 9. We use the service-curve property of
PFRs. The kth PFR is non-adapted, its configuration is{
rRegk = r0
bRegk = b0
One one hand, γrRegk ,bRegk is a service curve of each PFR
when observed with its clock HRegk . We use the synchronized
part of Table III with Hg = HTAI and Hi = HRegk and obtain
that βHTAIPFRk =
(
δη ⊗ γr0/ρ,b0
)∨(δ2∆ ⊗ γr0,b0) is a service curve
of the PFR when observed with HTAI.
On the other hand, γrRegk−1 ,bRegk−1 is an arrival curve of the
flow at the input of the k-th hop, when observed with HRegk−1 .
DHTAIk
+η
DHTAIk
+2∆
r 0
/ρ
ByB
r 0
βHopkαk−1
b0
b0 + 2r0∆
r 0
AyA
b0 + r0η
ρr
0
D′HTAIk
time interval
measured with the TAI
data
Fig. 17: Delay bound computation for the flow through the
whole kth hop (Sk followed by regulator) when the regulator
is a PFR and the network is synchronized.
We apply the synchronized part of Table II with Hg = HTAI
and Hi = HRegk−1 and obtain that αHTAIk−1 = γρr0,b0+r0η ∧
γr0,b0+2r0∆ is an arrival curve of the flow at the input of hop
k when observed with HTAI. Its shape is given in Figure 17.
Assume now that the delay through Sk, D
HTAI
k is computed
using the above αHTAIk−1 as an arrival curve in Sk when observed
with HTAI. The whole hop (Sk followed by regulator) offers,
when observed with HTAI, the service curve βHTAIHopk = δDHTAIk ⊗
βHTAIPFRk . Its shape is given in Figure 17.
We then compute the maximal horizontal distance in the
figure. Geometrical considerations give

yA = b0 +
r0
ρ− 1(2∆ρ− η)
yB = b0 +
r0
ρ− 1(2∆− η)
Hence, yA ≥ yB and the maximum horizontal distance is
reached at A. We obtain
D′HTAIk = D
HTAI
k + 4∆ (16)
J. Proof of Proposition 10
Proof of Proposition 10. Take η ≥ 0, ρ > 1, ∆ > 0 and
n ≥ 3. The following example respects the constraints of the
model and has unbounded flow latencies.
We consider n sources, each source inputs a single flow
to the FIFO system. We choose a FIFO system with infinite
service and with HFIFO = HIR such that the delay of the flows
trough the FIFO system, when observed in the clock HIR, is
null. We further take HIR = HTAI. If the TAI delay is not
bounded, then it is also not bounded in any other clock that
meets the stability requirements of Equation (5).
Adversarial Clocks: We consider a starting point x1 ≥
Tstart. We choose a slope s1 such that 1 < s1 ≤ min(1.5,√ρ)
and define
I =
∆s1
s1 − 1
We also consider any ǫ > 0 such that ǫ < I(1− 1s1 ). ǫ is well
defined because s1 > 1. We also define τ = nI/s1 + nǫ and
xj = x1 + (j − 1)I/s1 + (j − 1)ǫ for j = 1 . . . n. Now, for
every clock j, we choose as relative time function dIR→j the
following piecewise linear function
dIR→j =


t−∆/2 if t ≤ xj
s1(t− xj) + xj −∆/2 if xj < t ≤ xj + I/s1
1/s1(t− xj + I/s1)
+I + xj −∆/2
}
if xj +
I
s1
< t ≤ xj + I
s1
+ I
t−∆/2 if xj + I
s1
+ I < t ≤ xj + τ
τ + dj(t− τ) if xj + τ < t
The shape of function dIR→j is available in Figure 18. The
slope between xj and xj+I/s1 corresponds to the exaggerated
compression of the time line in Figure 13a of the example in
Section VII-B. We obtain directly the following properties for
any j
• dIR→j is continuous and strictly increasing
• The time-error function t 7→ dIR→j(t)−t is periodic with
period τ for t ≥ xj
Also, for any j, j′ dj→j′ (t) = dIR→j′(d
−1
IR→j(t)). As s1 ≤√
ρ and |dIR→j(t) − t| ≤ ∆/2, any pair of clocks (Hj ,Hj′ )
meets the constraints of Equations (5) and (6), which shows
that our adversarial clocks are within the synchronized time
model proposed in Section IV-A.
Adversarial Traffic Generation: : Let l be any arbitrary
data size. Each source j is configured to send a packet of size l
when its local clock reaches dj(xj)+kτ and dj(xj)+kτ + I
for all k ∈ N. Figure 19 presents the traffic generation of
source j within one period, observed with its internal clock
Hj . When observed with Hj , the traffic generation is periodic
of period τ .
As n ≥ 3 and s1 < 1.5, τ ≥ 2I + 2ǫ ≥ 2I and τ − I ≥ I .
Hence, the minimum duration between two packets generated
by source j, counted using Hj is I . This proves that each
flow exits its respective source j with a leaky-bucket arrival
curve γ l
I
,l (rate l/I , burst l) when observed using Hj . We
now assume that the interleaved regulator is configured with
the same leaky-bucket arrival curve γ l
I
,l for all the flows.
Figure 20 presents the timeline of packets generated by
source j but as observed with HIR. The IR has to regulate the
same timeline for all the n inputs, based on its configuration.
For j = 1 . . . n and for k ∈ N we note A1j,k = xj + kτ the
arrival time in the IR of the first packet of the the kth period
of source j measured with HIR and A2j,k = xj + kτ + Is1
the arrival time of the second packet, still measured with HIR.
xj xj
+ Is1
s 1
xj
+ Is1
+I
1/s
1
xj + τ
dIR→j(xj)
dIR→j(xj)
+I
dIR→j(xj)
+τ
dIR→j(xj)
+I + Is1
∆/2
time observed with HIR
time observed with Hj
Fig. 18: Shape of the time function dIR→j . The shape is
periodic, with period τ . When clock HIR reaches xj , clock
Hj starts counting the time faster (with a relative factor s1)
until HIR counts I/s1 more seconds. Then, Hj counts the
time slower (with a relative factor 1/s1). When the time-error
function between HIR and Hj reaches −∆/2, Hj counts the
time at the same speed as HIR until the next period starts.
time observed
with Hjdj(xj)
+ kτ
dj(xj)
+ kτ + I
dj(xj)
+ (k + 1)τ
I
τ
Fig. 19: Generation of packets as observed with Hj . The
traffic profile is periodic of period τ . Source j sends a packet
when the internal clock reaches dj(xj) + kτ for some k ∈ N,
then it sends another packet after a duration of I counted using
Hj , and finally restarts at the next period.
time observed
with HIRxj
+kτ
xj
+kτ +
I
s1
xj
+(k + 1)τ
I/s1
τ
Fig. 20: Generation of packets as observed with HIR . The
traffic profile is periodic of period τ . When observing with
HIR, source j sends packets at xj + kτ and xj + kτ + Is1 for
all k ∈ N.
Arrival from j
observed with HIRA1j,k A2j,k
I/s1
Arrival from j + 1
observed with HIRA1j+1,k A2j+1,k
ǫ I/s1
Output of the IR
observed with HIRD1j,k D2j,k
≤ D1j+1,k
D2j+1,k
I
I − Is1 − ǫ I
Fig. 21: Traffic arrival from two successive upstream sources,
as observed with HIR and release time of the packets, again
observed with HIR.
Also, note D1j,k and D
2
j,k their respective release time out of
the IR, again measured using HIR.
Figure 21 presents the arrival and release times of the
packets for two consecutive sources. Assume for instance that
the source has been idle for a while, then D1j,k = A
1
j,k. The
instant A2j,k is, from the perspective of HIR, too soon by
I(1 − 1s1 ). Using the IR equations [12], the IR has to delay
the packet and
∀j = 1 . . . n, ∀k ∈ N, D2j,k ≥ D1j,k + I (17)
As xj+1 = xj +
I
s1
+ ǫ, packet A1j+1,k arrives ǫ seconds after
A2j,k (measured using HIR). As ǫ < I(1 − 1s1 ), the packet
at A1j+1,k arrives before the previous packet of the previous
source could be released out of the IR. Because the IR only
looks at the head-of-line packet, and using the IR equations,
we obtain
∀j = 1 . . . n− 1, ∀k ∈ N, D1j+1,k ≥ D2j,k (18)
Combining Equations 17 and 18 gives, by induction,
D2n,k ≥ D11,k + nI (19)
Now we can note that
A11,k+1 = x1 + kτ + τ
= x1 + kτ + n
I
s1
+ nǫ
= x1 + (n− 1) I
s1
+ (n− 1)ǫ+ kτ + I
s1
+ ǫ
= xn + kτ +
I
s1
+ ǫ
= A2n,k + ǫ
Hence, the first packet of the (k + 1)th period of the first
upstream source arrives ǫ seconds (counted with HIR) after
the second packet of the kth period of the last source, so we
also have
D11,k+1 ≥ D2n,k (20)
Combining equations 17 and 20 gives
D11,k ≥ D11,1 + (k − 1)nI = x1 + (k − 1)nI (21)
Because we haveD11,1 = x1, as the network was empty before.
The delay suffered through the IR by the first packet of the
kth period of the first source is, when measured with HIR
D11,k −A11,k ≥ x1 + (k − 1)nI − x1 − (k − 1)τ (22)
≥ x1 + (k − 1)nI − x1 − (k − 1)n I
s1
− (k − 1)nǫ
(23)
≥ (k − 1)n
(
I
(
1− 1
s1
)
− ǫ
)
(24)
As we have arbitrary selected ǫ such that ǫ < I(1 − 1s1 ),
we obtain I(1 − 1s1 ) − ǫ > 0 thus the above delay lower-
bound diverges as k increases, so the delay through the IR is
unbounded when seen from HIR, which proves the instability.
Remark: Equation (24) proves that at each period of
duration τ , the worst-case delay increases by nI(1− 1s1 )−nǫ.
The divergence of the worst-case delay per second is
div =
nI(1− 1s1 )− nǫ
nI
s1
+ nǫ
This divergence is valid for any ǫ > 0, with ǫ < I(1 − 1s1 ).
Taking ǫ→ 0, the divergence can be as large as
lim
ǫ→0
div =
nI(1− 1s1 )
nI
s1
= s1 − 1
s1 can be as large as
√
ρ, so the divergence of the worst-case
delay can be as large as
√
ρ− 1, for any n ≥ 3,∆ > 0.
